Sleep as a Window into the World of Fibromyalgia Syndrome
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One of the most clinically problematic challenges in the management of fibromyalgia syndrome (FM) is the unrefreshing nature of sleep. The problem goes beyond misperceiving the duration or quality of sleep, to a point where patients may feel worse after sleep — a complete loss of the restorative power of sleep. This clinical feature has been associated with changes in sleep that are not readily determined by conventional sleep stages and scoring, but may be identified by a number of complementary analyses. In essence, they all capture in some form the dominance of low amplitude fluctuations in physiological signals during sleep1,2. “Low” is a relative term — pathological sleep, a good example of which is sleep apnea, is dominated by oscillations recurring in nearly every signal trace, every 25–35 seconds. There is a separate set of oscillations at a higher frequency that dominates slow-wave sleep and unfragmented N2 non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, centered on respiration, best seen as strong sinus arrhythmia and breath-to-breath respiratory modulation of blood pressure during periods of stable breathing3.

In the electroencephalographic (EEG) domain, the low frequency oscillations are detected by scoring the cyclic alternating pattern, or CAP4. These periods are dominated by phasic EEG complexes. A1 CAP is made up of slower wave forms, A3 fast/arousing waveforms, and A2 admixtures. An increase in A2/A3 CAP is seen in a range of sleep-fragmenting conditions, including FM, sleep apnea, epilepsy, and auditory stimulation4. CAP is reduced during recovery sleep following sleep deprivation5, during the rebound of deeper sleep during positive airway pressure titration6, and following use of sedatives7. Non-CAP are periods of NREM sleep with a paucity of phasic EEG activity. Such periods are associated with stable breathing and blood pressure dipping8. Heart rate variability analysis shows that CAP is associated with sympathetic dominance, and non-CAP with parasympathetic dominance9,10. Fragmented REM sleep takes on a CAP-like pattern in terms of oscillatory pattern dominance, but CAP/non-CAP are primarily NREM sleep metrics. An electrocardiogram (ECG)-based technique of mapping coupled oscillations during sleep correlates with CAP architecture, such that high frequency coupling is associated with non-CAP, and low frequency coupling with CAP3. The former is reduced in patients with FM10 and depression11, and is associated positively with glucose disposition index, suggesting that these types of EEG and autonomic metrics tell us something important about fundamental sleep processes.

The CAP rate (the percentage of NREM sleep in CAP) is not going to be a specific diagnostic metric. Can CAP be used as a biomarker for treatment effects in specific conditions like depression, insomnia, sleep apnea, or FM? If there is an elevated CAP rate (normalized or otherwise) and a treatment does not reduce it, improvements in sleep quality have not likely occurred. CAP and low frequency coupling (which overlap, but not exactly) may be a final common pathway of fragmented and nonrestorative or “ineffective” sleep — sleep unable to perform its many functions.

The article by Moldofsky’s group in this issue of The Journal suggests that CAP may be a useful biomarker for tracking treatment effects in FM12. Using cyclobenzaprine 1–4 mg, A2/A3 CAP normalized to total CAP appeared to be a useful biomarker that predicted positive treatment effects. Scoring CAP manually by visual inspection of polysomnograms is an expensive exercise and a labor of love, impractical for large datasets. Some automated software such as within RemLogic (Natus/Embla Systems, Inc., Denver, CO, USA) is commercially available although not extensively used and validated. The ECG-spectrogram is automated and could serve a similar function, but I suspect the measures could be complementary.

What could CAP and related biomarkers tell us about the pathology of FM and pain processing? The cortical pathways modulating autonomic activity and pain processing overlap to a great extent, and include the insula, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex13,14,15. The presence of excessive phasic EEG activity
may reflect enhanced or abnormal activity within this network visualized through the window of sleep. Thus, the unique signal/noise characteristics of sleep, including the propensity to group oscillations within certain limited frequency ranges, may provide a window into FM and similar syndromes. It is possible that CAP and biological processes associated with it are amplifier systems, such that CAP sleep sustains in some way abnormal nociceptive processing. Thus, sleep may be both an innocent bystander and a perpetrator in patients with FM. A case can be made that any treatment that does not reduce CAP A2/A3 may not improve symptoms of FM, regardless of where the site of action is. As CAP sleep is also associated with non-dipping of blood pressure, one wonders if patients with FM could be at greater risk of poor outcomes, such as vascular and cognitive, associated with non-dipping in general.

Simply suppressing or altering CAP patterns may not be enough. For example, the benzodiazepines and non-benzodiazepine GABA receptor modulators reduce CAP, but do not seem to have unique clinical utility in FM. The effects of sodium oxybate on EEG CAP would be interesting to know, although I predict there would be a reduction in A2/A3 CAP.

The best research inevitably raises more questions than it answers. Using sleep as a medium to view pathophysiological processes in FM, and using sleep-state biomarkers to enhance management, seems to have new potential to be a rewarding strategy.
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